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Motivation
Large storage systems distributed across different data centers, racks, nodes, and components can
be very hard to debug when a problem arises. With different container orchestrators and possible
ingress paths, problematic API requests quickly become impossible to trace within these systems.
With the rise of microservices architectures combined with monolithic storage systems, tracing a
single request from a container orchestrator to a low-level storage element can be like finding a
needle in a haystack.

Description
A package of context information, called a Correlation Context (e.g., a “context” object), can be
generated and used to trace where and when a request originated through logging. Each and every
log emitted by a storage system may log this correlation context, making debugging a single request
through a multi-faceted storage system far easier to debug. The Correlation Context may be
implemented in a container system, such as in a container orchestator (e.g., Kubernetes) and/or in
a storage platform used by the container orchestrator.

Use Cases
●

●

●

Given a container orchestration system that supports correlation context:
○ When a CSI driver receives a request,
■ Should be able to see the request origin, start time, correlation UIID
■ Should add any relevant correlation information.
○ When a problem arises related to a request:
■ Should be able to see a package of correlation information for performing root
cause analysis
■ Should see the correlation ID in any alerts or events passed to the user.
Given a container orchestration system that does not support correlation context:
○ When a CSI request reaches the storage system,
■ Should generate a correlation context
Given have received a bug report and an end user has received a correlation ID in their
error:
○ When performing an RCA,
■ Should be able to find the problematic request and any associated logs via the
correlation ID
■ Should be able to find any remote requests forwarded to other nodes in the
cluster.
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Design
The following design depicts the above scenario where a Kubernetes user creates a pod. This pod
works through all components - Kubernetes control plane, Portworx (PX) CSI Driver, PX SDK Server,
and finally almost reaches the PX-Store (proto driver) layer. This final call fails and will log the
correlation context.
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Solution
1. Generate a “context” object to pass around the system
○

Correlation-ID: Randomly generated ID

○

Origin: How this request entered the system

2. Log this context object in the system
○

Failures, info logs, etc.

3. Include correlation-id in error messages and events
○

Support engineers can use this to perform root cause analysis

Use case: Customer support flowchart
The following flowchart shows how a request may flow through the various PX Components and
may aid in a customer support ticket.
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Importance of Component Tracking

Solution Detail

Where:
●
●
●

Container orchestrator: A container scheduler such as Kubernetes, Nomad, or DCOS
Portworx CSI: A CSI driver that works with any container scheduler and relays calls to the
Portworx SDK Server
Mount error: In this case, an error occurred when the SDK server was calling the Portworx
storage mount call. We will log all correlation context when this failure occurs, so that we
can accurately identify where and when this call originated.
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Work breakdown
●
●
●

Add standard logging package that includes correlation context
Pass context from CSI driver down all the way to proto driver level
Replace existing logs with standard logging pkg, starting w/ CSI driver layer
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